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Abstract: The instantaneous fuel consumption measurements obtained from the chassis
dynamometer tests using the drive cycles for light duty vehicles in Metro Manila was used in
the development of speed-acceleration-fuel consumption models. The Shepard’s interpolation
method was used in the development of the models. A program C# language was used to
execute the interpolation method.
The resulting models are represented by
speed-acceleration-fuel consumption surface graphs. The surface graph of each test vehicle
represents its estimated fuel consumption variation according to its combined instantaneous
speed and acceleration. Actual instantaneous speeds from speed data of surveyed vehicles,
defining different traffic conditions by average speed, are used to interpolate instantaneous fuel
consumption. Fuel economy, in terms of distance travelled (km) per volume of fuel consumed
(liter), is computed from the totaled fuel consumption and total distance traversed. An
increasing trend in fuel economy is observed when traffic conditions improve.
Keywords: instantaneous speed, acceleration, fuel consumption, interpolation method

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The total final energy consumption by sector in 2008 and 2009, the transport sector comprises
the highest percentage (37.1 %). Out of this share, road transport has the highest percentage
share of 79.3 % of 8.37 MTOE (2006) as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Energy Consumption of the Transport Sector by Sub-Sector, 2006
Source: Key Energy Statistics. (DOE, 2014)
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From 2001 to 2009, the transport sector consumed 68% of the total petroleum usage (oil
and oil products) in the country with approximately 70 thousand megabarrels out of the 103
thousand consumed every year as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Petroleum Products Consumption, in Megabarrel (MB)
Source: Key Energy Statistics. (DOE, 2014)
The number of motor vehicles in the Philippines has increased with an average annual rate of
6.18% (2008 to 2012) (LTO, 2012). These data shows potential continuous increase in the
consumption of fossil fuels.
One of the major problems in the cities, especially in Metropolitan Manila, is emissions
from mobile sources. Carbon monoxide, nitrous oxides, sulfur oxides and particulate
matters can cause immediate or long-term effects in humans such as headache, allergic
rhinitis, nose irritation, emphysema, and asthma. Air pollution impacts the health of
individuals depending on the type of pollutant, term of exposure, and the extent of interaction
with the pollutants. Particulate matter in the air, such as PM10 containing toxic substances,
penetrates deep into the lung tissues. Long-term exposure to fine particulates from air
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pollution is a serious environmental risk factor attributed to cardiopulmonary and lung cancer
mortality. An amount of 10 μg/m3 increase in 24-hour average ambient PM10 concentrations
can cause approximately 1 percent of all-cause mortality including respiratory and cardiac,
and increase in respiratory and cardiac admissions (Streeton, 2000).
RA 9729, better known as the Climate Change Act of 2009, was enacted as a policy to enjoin
all sectors of the state to address climate change issues, including disaster risk reduction.
The Philippines, as an archipelago, is recognized to be vulnerable to the potential dangerous
consequences of climate change such as rising seas, changing landscapes, increasing
frequency and/or severity of droughts, fires, floods and storms, climate-related illnesses and
diseases, damage to ecosystems, biodiversity loss that affect the country’s environment,
culture, and economy. It is therefore strategic to formulate mitigation activities to reduce
CO2 emissions whether from stationary or mobile sources. In this light, the government,
with its different agencies, shall lead in the conduct of mitigation activities related to climate
change. One of the activities of local governments is to make inventory of carbon footprints
of any activity pertaining to the use of energy. Carbon dioxide emissions of road vehicles
are obtained by the total fuel consumption of either gasoline or diesel. The total fuel
consumption of each type of vehicle is obtained by multiplying its fuel consumption factor
(liter/kilometer) of a specific type of vehicle (taxicabs, private cars, etc.) which then is
multiplied by its annual distance travelled. The total carbon dioxide emitted is then obtained
by a known factor multiplied by the computed total fuel consumed.
1.2 Statement of the Problem
At different traffic conditions, fuel consumptions of motor vehicles vary. In the estimation
of total fuel consumption, for purpose of estimating CO2 emissions of vehicles, the fuel
consumption corresponding to the average speed of a type of vehicle (private car, public
utility jeepney, etc.) is needed.
Interpolation from instantaneous fuel consumption measurements from previous chassis
dynamometer tests using designated drive cycles, provides an alternative way of computing
total fuel consumption of vehicles without testing it again in the laboratory.
1.3 Objectives of the Study
In light of the issue of mitigating vehicle emissions, this study aims to:
1) develop instantaneous fuel consumption models of different models of light duty vehicles,
operating in the following categories:
a) private cars;
b) taxis;
c) public utility jeepneys;
d) UV express;
e) light duty trucks;
2) measure fuel economy of each type of light duty vehicle at different traffic conditions;
3) develop instantaneous fuel consumption models of measured vehicles.
1.4 Significance of the Study
The instantaneous fuel consumption models of the measured vehicles can facilitate estimation
of fuel consumption of the same type of vehicles for different traffic conditions. The
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estimation comprises interpolation of surveyed speed profiles from instantaneous fuel
consumption measurements (0.5 second interval).
With the fuel economies of different traffic conditions, fuel economies at different
average speeds can be further interpolated.
The development of instantaneous fuel consumption models provides insight on how
instantaneous fuel consumption varies versus the combined instantaneous speed and
acceleration per make/model of vehicles.
1.5 Conceptual Framework
In this study, using the developed drive cycles, the instantaneous fuel consumption models of
each subject vehicle are developed from the instantaneous fuel consumption measurements in
the chassis dynamometer tests using the developed drive cycles. Drive cycles represent the
summarized driving operations of the different types of light duty vehicles comprising driver
behavior, vehicle attributes, traffic, and road conditions.
Cases of different traffic conditions representing varied level of services from actual
speed data were considered in the interpolation of fuel consumption from the developed fuel
consumption models using recorded instantaneous speeds. Fuel economy is computed by
the total interpolated fuel consumption and distance travelled.

Instantaneous Fuel Consumption
Measurements from Chassis
Dynamometer Tests

Shepard’s Interpolation Method

Instantaneous Fuel Consumption
Model

Instantaneous
Speed of LOS X

Fuel Economy of
LOS X
Figure 3. Conceptual Framework

1.6 Limitations of the Study
a) The instantaneous fuel consumption measurements from the chassis dynamometer tests
were derived with the following conditions:
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i.

ii.

The air conditioning system of some of the vehicles tested (private cars, taxis and
UV Express) in the chassis dynamometer was turned off while testing to
eliminate variability of the power consumed by the vehicle;
The vehicles tested were set to full load when tested in the chassis dynamometer.

2.

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

2.1

Shepard’s Interpolation (Shepard 1968)

The Shepard’s interpolation method was used in the development of the instantaneous fuel
consumption model in this study. The said method is considered the simplest form of inverse
distance weighted interpolation. It has been widely used because of its simplicity and because
it facilitates derivation of smooth curves and surfaces which allows the making of beautiful
and aesthetic drawings in computer graphics (Pál, et.al, 2009). The equation used in the
interpolation is as follows:
𝐹(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝜔𝑖 𝑓𝑖

(1)

where n is the number of scatter points in the set, fi is the prescribed function values
at the scatter points and wi is the weight functions assigned to each scatter point. The classical
form of the weight function is:
−𝜌

ℎ𝑖

𝜔𝑖 = ∑ 𝑛
𝑗

−𝜌

ℎ𝑗

(2)

where 𝜌 is an arbitrary positive real number called the weighting exponent in which 2
is the default value, and hi is the distance from the scatter point to the interpolation point given
by the following equation:
ℎ(𝑖) = √(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖 )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦𝑖 )2

(3)

where (x,y) are the coordinates of the interpolation point and (x i,yi) are the coordinates of each
scatter point. Weight function 𝜔(i) varies from a value of unity at the scatter point to a value
approaching zero as the distance from the scatter point increases. The weight functions are
normalized so that the weights sum up to one (http://www.ems-i.com/gmshelp/Interpolation/
Interpolation_Schemes/Inverse_DistanceWeighted/Shepards_Method.htm,Accessed
on
January 16, 2014).
A study by Crespos, et. al. (2003) developed a modified Shepard’s interpolation
method for the construction of constructing potential energy surfaces (PESs) for gas phase
reactions. It has been adapted to generate PESs for molecule–surface reactions. The
method was deemed efficient in building PESs which yielded accurate dynamics results for
molecule–surface reactions.
In this study, this method allows the construction of three dimensional surface data in
which analysis of peak occurrences are easily seen. The three interacting parameters are (1)
speed, (2) acceleration and (3) fuel consumption. Aside from generating surface graphs for
each test vehicle, it also allows generation of modeling fuel consumption profile given a set of
speed data with 1Hz interval recording. The Shepard’s interpolation function is coded in C#
environment and the graphs are generated by a spreadsheet program.
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2.2 Instantaneous Fuel Consumption and Emissions Modeling
A study entitled “The Detailed Modeling of Vehicle Greenhouse Gas Emissions” by Chris
Shaw (2011) provided comparison between estimates of emissions using average speeds and
instantaneous emissions model. The study presented the comparison between using
WebTAG-TUBA (Transport User Benefit Appraisal), MODEM (Modeling of Emissions and
Fuel Consumption in Urban Areas) and PHEM (Passenger Car and Heavy Duty Emissions
Model). WebTAG-TUBA was an approach of estimating emissions or fuel consumption
using a predefined factor for a specific average speed. The factor was multiplied by the
distance a particular vehicle had traversed to obtain the parameter required (fuel
consumption/amount of emissions).
PHEM and MODEM included a database of
instantaneous emissions factors that enabled the exhaust emissions for vehicles to be
estimated based on a number of input parameters including: engine size, fuel type, current
speed, current rate of acceleration. This showed that for a given speed and rates of
acceleration an emissions estimate was picked off from the surface which demonstrated a
greater detail in the emissions estimates compared with average speed methods. Figure 4
shows an example of a MODEM based CO2 surface plot. The study concluded that a
detailed instantaneous emissions model based methodologies for producing emissions
estimated from traffic models produced more robust, detailed and generally larger absolute
estimates of emissions than traditional average speed based methods.

Source:

Figure 4. MODEM Based CO2 Emissions Surface Plot
“The Detailed Modeling of Vehicle Greenhouse Gas Emissions” (Chris Shaw,
2011)

The Handbook on Emission Factors of Road Transport (HBEFA) is a system that provides
emission factors for all current vehicle categories each divided into different categories, for
different categories of traffic situations. Emission factors for all regulated and the most
important non-regulated pollutants as well as fuel consumption and CO2 are included. In the
manual, traffic situations are categorized by areas whether urban or rural, road type, road
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types, speed limits and levels of services such as free flow, heavy traffic, saturated or stop &
go. Moreover, vehicles are categorized according to size, fuel type, emission standards and
reduction technologies. The system uses a computer model to derive emission factors for
the abovementioned categories. The emissions calculation tool of the computer model is
calibrated with emission measurements based on (real world) driving test cycles. PHEM
(Passenger car and Heavy duty Emission Model) is used to calculate basic emission factors
for all combinations of traffic situations, vehicle loadings and road gradients. PHEM also
calculates the actual engine power demand based on the vehicle longitudinal dynamics and
the actual engine speed based on a driver’s gear shift model and the transmission ratios in 1Hz
resolution for any cycle/vehicle combination. The fuel consumption and emissions are
interpolated from engine maps. Additionally, PHEM sets up engine maps from all sources
of emission testing, i.e. engine test bed, chassis dynamometer and on-board tests with PEMS
(Portable Emission Measurement System) equipment (Hausberger, et. al., 2009).
Pertinent to future modeling of emissions, the study of De Haan and Keller (2002),
discussed the use of instantaneous (1 Hz) emission data for the estimation of passenger car
emissions during real-world driving. 20 EURO-I gasoline passenger cars were used to predict
emission factors for standard (i.e. legislative) as well as non-standard (i.e. real-world) driving
patterns. One of the findings in the study states that emission level predictions based upon
chassis dynamometer tests over standard driving cycles significantly underestimate emission
levels during real-world driving. The study also asserts that the use of average speed as the
only parameter to characterize emissions over a specific driving pattern is not sufficient
because of the other factors, e.g. the dynamics (speed variation) of the driving pattern that
must be considered. It also suggested that an additional parameter be included in the
prediction of emissions which represents engine load to resolve the differences between
driving patterns with comparable average speeds but different levels of dynamics. Moreover,
the study establishes that statistical models must be developed for every vehicle coming to the
market in consideration of the pronounced differences between instantaneous emission
models of vehicles, and the inclusion of real-world driving patterns in dynamometer tests
significantly increases the prediction capability of instantaneous emission models.

3. CHASSIS DYNAMOMETER TESTS
3.1 Measurement of Fuel Consumption
The developed drive cycles for each type of vehicle were used in testing three vehicles for
each type of light duty vehicles to measure fuel consumption. These tests were conducted at
the Vehicle Research Testing Laboratory of the Department of Mechanical Engineering,
University of the Philippines. The procedure is a dynamometer drive cycle test for in-use
motor vehicles equipped with spark-ignition (gasoline, LPG) and compression-ignition
(diesel) engines. Fuel consumption is measured in terms of fuel economy, i.e. distance
travelled per liter of fuel consumed. Using the drive cycle model, the unit for measured
fuel economy was kilometers per liter (km/li).
3.2 Preparation of Subject Vehicles for the Chassis Dynamometer Tests
The subject vehicle was mounted on the chassis dynamometer where the two wheels were
placed on the roller. The pair of wheels that were mounted was either the front or rear wheels
depending on which wheels were driven by the vehicle (front wheel-driven/back
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wheel-driven). The utility vehicles are all back-driven while the sedan type passenger cars
(Toyota Vios and Nissan GX) are front-driven. Figure 5 shows the rear wheels of the test
vehicle (Ford Ranger Pickup) as they were mounted on the roller. The limits of dimensions
of the vehicles being tested in the laboratory were: maximum wheel base - 10 feet (3.05
meters), maximum height - 10 feet (3.05 meters), and maximum width - 8 feet (2.44 meters).

Figure 5. Rear Wheels of a Public Utility Jeepney Mounted on the Roller of the Chassis
Dynamometer
The vehicle was then anchored with sufficient clamps and harness with the vehicle’s wheel
and chassis as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Vehicles Anchored with Clamps and Harness to the Wheels and Chassis
The vehicle’s source of fuel was channeled to the fuel flow meter’s tank. This was done by
connecting a fuel line hose from the fuel flow meter tank to the engine’s fuel inlet as shown in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Fuel Line Hose Connected from the Fuel Flow Meter Tank to the Vehicle Engine
In the case of vehicles running on liquid fuels such as diesel and gasoline, fuel was supplied
from an AVL Fuel Mass Flow Meter and Fuel Temperature Control unit which housed its own
fuel tank to be filled with the test fuel. Figure 8 shows the fuel flow meter and its own fuel
tank.

Figure 8. The Fuel Flow Meter (Left) and Fuel Tank (Right)

3.3 Test Equipment
The vehicle is driven on an AVL AN40720 48” chassis dynamometer with a rated power of
150 kw and a rated tractive force of 6,000N. Figure 9 shows the laboratory technician
driving the vehicle while following the speeds indicated in the drive cycle. It also shows the
fan to simulate air current as the vehicle is tested.
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Figure 9. Left: Laboratory Technician Driving the Test Vehicle Emulating the Speeds
Indicated in the Drive Cycle, Right: Fan Used to Simulate Air Current

3.4 Test Fuel
To assure uniformity of the quality of fuel used for the vehicles, gasoline and diesel fuels were
purchased from one source only, i.e., at Petron gas station in Katipunan Avenue, Quezon
City. The fuels used had physical and chemical properties as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Physical Propertiesof Fuel Used in the Chassis Dynamometer Tests (Petron, 2013)
Gasoline (Petron Extra Advance)
Diesel (Petron Diesel max)
o
3
Density at 15 C, kg/m : 745.0 (Typical)
Density at 150C, kg/m3: 834.4
Water Solubility: Insoluble
Water Solubility: Insoluble
Odor: Characteristic of petroleum products
Appearance: Clear
Appearance: Clear liquid
Color, ASTM: 0.5
Color, Visual: Light Green
KV at 400C, cSt: 3.071
Boiling Point, oC: 35 - 205 (Typical)
CME Content: 2%
Percent Volatile: 98% at boiling range
Reid Vapor Pressure, kPa at 37.8oC: 58.0
psi at 37.8oC: 7.0
Vapor Density (air=1): > 5
Ethanol (Anhydrous) Content: 10%

4. INSTANTANEOUS FUEL CONSUMPTION MODELS
4.1 Instantaneous Fuel Consumption Models by Shepard’s Interpolation
The recorded instantaneous fuel consumption of the test vehicles was used in making models
of speed-acceleration-fuel consumption. The instantaneous acceleration is derived from the
speed profile if interval of recording is known. The instantaneous speed-acceleration-fuel
consumption of a specific vehicle was used to estimate fuel consumption of the same in other
traffic conditions when the speed profile is known. The fuel consumption in kilograms per
hour was estimated by a program routine of a numerical method process. In this study, the
Shepard’s interpolation scheme is used to demonstrate estimation of instantaneous fuel
consumption given another speed-time profile of a specific vehicle.
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A program was developed to implement the interpolation of the data gathered for each
vehicle. The data of speed and fuel consumption for the three trials were appended and used
in the interpolation. The surface graph was generated by interpolating a new set of points
(speed and acceleration). The new set of interpolation points were the midpoints of the class
intervals which were obtained by considering the minimum and maximum values for both
speed and acceleration. The size of the class intervals was based on Equation 3.1.
Consequently, the interpolated values of fuel consumption in kg/hr were obtained. The
graph was a relatively smoothed surface as a result of the interpolation method.
It is possible that two or more data, having the same instantaneous speed and acceleration,
have different fuel consumption. Sheppard’s interpolation does not resolve this issue.
Therefore, a separate routine in the program averages the different fuel consumptions of the
same speed-acceleration point.
The graphs of the interpolated speed-acceleration-fuel consumption 3D surfaces of each
tested vehicle, together with their respective matrix table, were recorded and archived.
These graphs defined the response of the specific test vehicle as it is subjected to a chassis
dynamometer tests using its specified drive cycle.
A sample speed-fuel consumption graph is shown in Figure 10, while a
speed-acceleration-fuel consumption 3D surface is shown in Figure 11. These graphs were
derived by interpolation from the instantaneous fuel consumption data of test vehicle Toyota
Hi-Ace 2012.
It is important that the corresponding speed and fuel consumption be superimposed to
view one to one correspondence of measurements for illustration in order to facilitate
synchronization of speed and fuel consumption. The acceleration is derived from the one
second interval speed measurements using Equation 4.

𝐴𝑐𝑐 =

(𝑉2 −𝑉1 )
(𝑡2 −𝑡1 )

(4)

Where:
difference of two succeeding speed records
𝑉2-𝑉1
𝑡2 − 𝑡1 time difference of two succeeding speed records (1 sec)
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4.2 Case Study for the Computation of Fuel Economy at Different Traffic Conditions by
Interpolation from Instantaneous Fuel Consumption Models
This section determines the fuel economy using interpolation from instantaneous fuel
consumption models at different traffic conditions. Five types of light duty vehicles were
considered in the computations. In addition, five traffic conditions were considered, namely,
1) free flow, 2) moderate, 3) moderate/heavy, 4) heavy, and 5) forced flow/stop and go traffic.
In the classification of the different traffic conditions, provisions in the U.S. Highway
Capacity Manual (2000) and the DPWH Highway Planning Manual regarding level of service
(LOS) of arterial roads were used. Table 2 shows the combination of these two provisions
showing the traffic condition with corresponding average speed.
Table 2. Level of Service (LOS) with Average Speed and Traffic Conditions for Arterial
Roads
LOS
Traffic Condition
Average Speed
A
Free Flow
> 67.2
B
Free Flow
> 54.4 to 67.2
C
Moderate
> 43.2 to 54.4
D
Moderate/Heavy
> 33.6 to 43.2
E
Heavy Traffic
> 25.6 to 33.6
F
Forced Flow/ Stop and Go
≤ 25.6
Source: U.S. Highway Capacity Manual and DPWH Highway Planning Manual
In determining the traffic condition of a road corridor, the average speed of the subject
vehicle was computed by averaging the instantaneous speeds which was then compared with
the average speeds of different traffic conditions as indicated in Table 2. Distance and
average speed were displayed in the window containing the track information as displayed in
the MAPSOURCE program. Tracks of surveyed vehicles contained speed data of different
light duty vehicles used in the development of drive cycles. The track information also
contained geographical locations of traversed roads in which MAPSOURCE could display
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average speeds of a selected track. The program conveniently displayed the updated average
speed and facilitated trimming of tracks in order to isolate tracks which can define different
traffic conditions. Level of services C, D, E and F are represented with main corridors
Commonwealth Avenue, C-5, EDSA and Visayas Avenue, respectively. LOS A was
represented by the speed profile of a private car at the South Luzon Expressway (SLEX) as
shown in Figure 12.
Figures 12 to 16 show the sample vehicle tracks of subject vehicles representing
different traffic conditions at different corridors in Metro Manila. Important details of each
sample vehicle such as name of road, traffic condition, maximum and minimum speed,
average speed, distance, day and time and source of sample speed data tracks are indicated in
Tables 3 to 7.

Figure 12.

LOS A Sample Vehicle Track

Table 3. Characteristics of LOS A Sample Vehicle Track
Road:
South Luzon Expressway
Traffic Conditions:
Free Flow Traffic
Maximum Speed:
120.0 kph
Minimum Speed:
0 kph
Average Speed:
75.0 kph
Distance:
22.8 km
Time:
1:25:07PM to 1:43:09PM
Day:
Thursday
Date:
November 3, 2011
Source of Data:
Private Car
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Figure 13.

LOS C Sample Vehicle Track

Table 4. Characteristics of LOS C Sample Vehicle Track
Road:
Commonwealth Avenue
Traffic Conditions:
Moderate Traffic
Maximum Speed:
60.0 kph
Minimum Speed:
0 kph
Average Speed:
43.82kph
Distance:
5.8 km
Time:
10:36:14AM to 10:44:11AM
Day:
Friday
Date:
November 11, 2011
Source of Data:
Private Car

Figure 14.

LOS D Sample Vehicle Track
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Table 5. Characteristics of LOS D Sample Vehicle Track
Road:
C-5
Traffic Conditions:
Moderate to Heavy Traffic
Maximum Speed:
75.0 kph
Minimum Speed:
0 kph
Average Speed:
39.8kph
Distance:
10.31 km
Time:
1:35:59 PM to 1:47:26 PM
Day:
Wednesday
Date:
January 19, 2011
Source of Data:
Private Car

Figure 15.

LOS E Sample Vehicle Track

Table 6. Characteristics of LOS E Sample Vehicle Track
Road:
EDSA
Traffic Conditions:
Heavy Traffic
Maximum Speed:
32.0 kph
Minimum Speed:
0 kph
Average Speed:
31.89kph
Distance:
8.0 km
Time:
11:23:40 AM to 11:38:38AM
Day:
Tuesday
Date:
February 14, 2012
Source of Data:
UV Express
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Figure 16.

LOS F Sample Vehicle Track

Table 7. Characteristics of LOS F Sample Vehicle Track
Road:
Visayas Avenue
Traffic Conditions:
Forced Flow
Maximum Speed:
46 kph
Minimum Speed:
0 kph
Average Speed:
16.25 kph
Distance:
2.1 km
Time:
12:03:10 PM to 12:10:52 PM
Day:
Thursday
Date:
May 23, 2013
Source of Data:
Light Duty Truck
The collected speed data were cleaned before they were interpolated using
instantaneous fuel consumption model. The distance was uniformly measured by converting
speed in kph to km/s by dividing by 3600 and subsequently summed up because of the
one-second interval of recording.
The resulting speed profile at different level of service is shown in Table 8. Details
such as average speed of the surveyed vehicle, distance of the considered corridors, and day
and time the speed survey took place are also indicated.

LOS
A
C
D
E
F

Table 8. Selected Speed Profiles of Light Duty Vehicles
Day/Time
Average Speed
Corridor/Road
(kph)
Thursday, 1:25:07PM
South Luzon
74.64
to 1:43:09PM
Expressway
Friday, 10:36:14AM Commonwealth
43.82
to 10:44:11AM
Avenue
Wednesday, 1:35:59
C5
39.79
PM to 1:47:26 PM
Tuesday, 11:23:40
EDSA
31.89
AM to 11:38:38AM
Thursday, 12:03:10
Visayas Avenue
16.25
PM to 12:10:52 PM

Distance
(km)
21.5
5.73
10.31
7.54
2.08
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The fuel consumption using fuel economy of each type of light duty vehicles was
computed by multiplying the fuel economy by the traversed distance. The fuel consumption
using instantaneous fuel consumption model was obtained by running the interpolation
program (Shepard) using speed data of the test vehicle when it traversed the corridor.
Subsequently the interpolated instantaneous fuel consumption was integrated within the
specified span of time by converting kg/hour to g/s and subsequently summed up. The
resulting fuel consumed (now in grams) was converted to liter by dividing it by the density of
the fuel used during its testing in the chassis dynamometer. The resulting fuel economy of
the five types of light duty vehicles at different traffic conditions are shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Fuel Economy of Subject Vehicles at Different Level of Service
Fuel Economy (km/l)
Fuel
Vehicle Type Density ρ
Fuel
LOS
LOS
LOS
LOS LOS
3
(kg/m )
A
C
D
E
F
Gasoline
Private Car
744.18
18.49
8.77
8.97
7.32
5.26
(E10)
Gasoline
Taxi
746.87
36.76 13.21 14.94 12.61 9.83
(E10)
UV Express
839.36 Diesel (B2) 34.72 12.02 14.17 11.72 9.97
Public Utility
836.62 Diesel (B2) 25.40
7.39
9.39
7.36
6.11
Jeepney
Light
Duty
838.90 Diesel (B2) 23.81
4.98
6.73
5.50
4.74
Truck

Drive
Cycle
5.59
9.05
9.33
5.72
4.03

The obtained fuel economy of different level of services (LOS) of the test vehicles,
generally, showed increasing fuel economy as the level of service improved. It could be
observed that the drive cycle fuel economy was nearest the fuel economy with LOS F
(stop-and-go/forced flow traffic). The increasing fuel economy could also be observed when
level of service improved. The increase could be attributed mainly from the increased
distance travelled at greater speed and acceleration of a test vehicle. Table 10 shows an
example of the speed-acceleration-fuel consumption matrix of one test vehicle. The mapping
of the speed-acceleration of a test vehicle from a new speed profile from the
speed-acceleration-fuel consumption matrix is another illustration of how the instantaneous
fuel consumption interpolation is implemented. The frequency of occurrence of each cell in
the speed-acceleration-fuel consumption matrix defines the fuel economy and distance
travelled at different traffic conditions.
Table 10. Speed-Acceleration-Fuel Consumption Matrix (Isuzu Light Duty Truck)

Speed, kph

Fuel Consumption
(kg/hr)
2.86
8.59
14.32
20.05
25.77
31.50
37.23
42.95
48.68
54.41
60.14

-13.91
1.232399842
1.425127693
1.703877037
2.035666522
2.370762745
2.669843275
2.917144617
3.103731963
3.20377499
3.175713374
3.037055331

-11.73
1.177733429
1.397127213
1.71734558
2.102314759
2.487631923
2.826641675
3.107121187
3.32421706
3.442904705
3.384861242
3.177004072

-9.55
1.11663758
1.37004757
1.73819405
2.18875144
2.63432573
3.02124461
3.34421278
3.60605545
3.76167596
3.65742006
3.34020036

-7.36
1.0492027
1.34712091
1.76738014
2.30052956
2.81734663
3.26375522
3.64465057
3.97612026
4.20888855
4.02874941
3.52937069

Acceleration, m/s2
-5.18
-3.00
0.97722445 0.91738739
1.332946 1.31767187
1.8013421 1.81161492
2.4425863 2.60518956
3.03624286 3.24745078
3.56009416 3.85377785
4.02696665 4.42376874
4.47484754 5.11542753
4.87183322 5.80932975
4.56027089 5.34260417
3.74276406 3.96453803

-0.82
0.63441113
1.21007305
1.57835177
1.93567518
3.18339696
3.3807951
4.54220475
5.41078743
7.21509511
4.40213069
4.1242818

1.36
1.27290206
2.59999532
2.83170725
4.24898199
5.84208614
8.92527785
9.73817948
8.55575154
9.52539047
8.43830451
4.09732133

3.55
1.01646974
1.55938148
2.31448159
3.06504895
3.93740396
4.90817941
5.69159929
5.91638241
6.50380576
5.66176406
3.96972692

5.73
1.06011937
1.47842264
2.03382063
2.70945833
3.40144389
4.0637494
4.58055177
4.86586143
5.14677084
4.68963694
3.77005123

7.91
1.1220387
1.45931521
1.92739797
2.49096508
3.06108325
3.57660879
3.97552022
4.22820772
4.37848121
4.11606605
3.56365824
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The computed fuel economy can serve as tentative values in the estimation of fuel
consumption when different traffic conditions are considered. The computed fuel economy
for different traffic conditions needs to be validated in the chassis dynamometer laboratory.
Additionally, for future studies, fuel economy values may improve in terms of applicability
when other factors that may affect the results of fuel consumption measurement are
considered. Some of these factors are: (1) weight of vehicle due to different amount of goods
carried or number of passengers; (2) air conditioning system used; and, (3) other factors like
ambient temperature and humidity.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The case study using instantaneous fuel consumption models generally showed increasing
average fuel economy (kilometer/liter) as average speed of subject vehicles increased when
traffic condition LOS improved. The Shepard’s method of interpolation of fuel consumption
from instantaneous fuel consumption model of a specific vehicle provided an alternative way
of calculating its fuel economies at different traffic conditions without testing it again in the
chassis dynamometer.
6. RECOMMENDATIONS
The availability of fuel consumption estimates of other vehicle models can be further
enhanced by testing more vehicle models in the chassis dynamometer. Their instantaneous
fuel measurement shall be used in the estimation of other speed profiles using the developed
program. The routine program can be enhanced by including calculation on spreadsheet
templates for the calculation of total fuel consumption. Furthermore, the program can be
opted for improvement to include graphical representation of speed-acceleration-fuel
consumption surfaces.
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